Abstract-Rainfall time series forecasting is a crucial task in water resource planning and management. Conventional time series prediction models and intelligent models have been applied to this task. Attempt to develop better models is an ongoing endeavor. Besides accuracy, the transparency and practicality of the model are the other important issues that need to be considered. To address these issues, this study proposes the use of a modular technique to a monthly rainfall time series prediction model. The proposed model consists of two main layers, namely, a prediction layer and an aggregation layer. In the prediction layer, Mamdani-type fuzzy inference system is used to capture the input-output relationship of the rainfall pattern. In the aggregation layer, Bayesian learning and nonlinear programming are used to capture the uncertainty in the time dimension. Eight monthly rainfall time series collected from the northeast region of Thailand are used to evaluate the proposed model. The experimental results showed that the proposed model could improve the prediction accuracy from the single model. Furthermore, human analysts can interpret such model as it contains set of fuzzy rules.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rainfall time series forecasting is one of the most important issues in water resources planning and management. Forecasting of rainfall variable is used for flood and drought prevention, reservoir operation, contract negotiation, and irrigation scheduling [1] . Although, many researchers have dedicated much effort to improve the conceptual and empirical methods of rainfall forecasting, there is still a need to improve the operational forecasting systems.
In general, conventional models such as Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) [4] , [6] and intelligent models like Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] could provide accurate prediction. However, the prediction mechanisms of those models are in parametric form, which are difficult for human analysts to analyze [2] , [3] . This could be viewed as a disadvantage of those models. Researchers realized that, not only improving the prediction accuracy is important, but also the issues of the transparency and practicality of the model need to be addressed.
In order to address the aforementioned issues, this study proposed the use of a modular technique to perform monthly rainfall prediction modeling. With the proposed modular technique, the complexity of the model decreases and thus the system could be easier to model. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some related works. Section 3 describes the case study area and datasets. The proposed model is presented in Sections 4. Section 5 shows the experimental results and analysis. Finally, Section 6 provides the conclusion.
II. SOFT COMPUTING TECHNIQUE IN HYDROLOGICAL TIME SERIES PREDICTION
In hydrological studies, rainfall prediction is relatively difficult than other climate variables such as temperature. This is because of the highly stochastic nature in rainfall, which shows a lower degree of spatial and temporal variability. To address this issue, soft computing techniques have been adopted in the past decades.
Wu et al. [4] proposed the use of ANN with data preprocessing techniques to predict precipitation data in daily and monthly scale. They applied three preprocessing techniques, namely, Moving Average, Principle Component Analysis and Singular Spectrum Analysis to smoothen the time series data. Somvanshi et al. [5] confirmed in their work that ANN provided better accuracy than ARMA model for daily rainfall time series prediction.
Application of soft computing techniques to time series prediction does not limit only to predicting rainfall data but also allow the prediction of other hydrological variables such as streamflow modeling [6] , [7] and rainfall-runoff modeling [8] . Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) is another popular technique that has been applied to hydrological time series [9] , [10] . However, the disadvantages of AN-FIS are the large number of parameters used and high computational cost.
The studies above show the successful cases of soft computing techniques used in the hydrological time series prediction problem. However, those models are difficult to understand due to the black-box nature of the prediction mechanism. Kajornrit et al. [2] , [3] proposed the use of modular fuzzy inference system to make the prediction model more transparent and easily interpretable by human analysts. However, such models still lack of the capability to address the uncertainty in the time dimension. This study proposes a use of modular technique to perform monthly rainfall time series prediction. This study could be seen as an improvement of the work reported in [2] . 
III. CASE STUDY AND RAINFALL TIME SERIES
The case study area used in this study is located in the northeast region of Thailand (see Fig 1) . Eight monthly rainfall time series collected from the study area are used to evaluate the proposed model. The statistics of the eight datasets are shown in Table 1 . The data from 1981 to 1998 were used to calibrate the models and data from 1999 to 2001 were used to validate the proposed models. This study used the models to predict one step-ahead, that is, one month. To validate the models, Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is adopted as given in equation (1) . (1) where O i and P i are the observed and the predicted value respectively, and m is the number of predicted data. The correlation coefficient of Fit (R) is also used. 
IV. THE PROPOSED MODEL
Modular technique is a promising approach to decrease the complexity and computational cost of establishing prediction models. Through appropriate decomposition of the original problems, sub-modules could be individually modeled easier than the non-modular approach [11] . In the proposed model, outputs from individual sub-modules are subsequently aggregated to provide the final prediction values of the overall system.
Among several modular techniques, this study adopted the modular approach similar to the "Multiple Expert Systems" [11] . In this model, the input is fed into all relevant submodules and the final prediction value is aggregated from those sub-modules by a gating module. This architecture has been successfully applied in many areas [12] , [13] .
A. System architecture
The architecture of the proposed model is depicted in Fig  2. The model consists of an input layer, a prediction layer, an aggregation layer and an output layer. The input layer is used to feed the input data into the associated prediction modules. The prediction layer consists of twelve prediction modules (predictors) associated to the calendar months. The function of these modules is to generalize the input-output relationship of the rainfall pattern of the month. The aggregation layer consists of twelve aggregation modules (aggregator) associated to the calendar months, which are the same as the prediction modules. The function of these modules is to aggregate the outputs from the associated prediction modules by using the combination weights. The output layer is used to derive the final prediction of the system.
An example of the model operation is as follows -suppose the model is used to predict the rainfall value in February (see Fig 2) . Firstly, the input selector feeds input data into the associated predictor (e.g. Feb), previous predictor (e.g. Jan) and next predictor (e.g. Mar). Secondly, the outputs from the predictors are aggregated by associated aggregator (e.g. Feb). Finally, the output selector receives the aggregated output from associated aggregator and provides the final output. Therefore, to perform the prediction, three consecutive predictors and one aggregator will be used. The principle concepts of this technique and operation are described as follow.
By taking the monthly rainfall time series into account, the data themselves are decomposed according to the calendar months. Therefore, twelve sub-modules are created to capture the input-output rainfall relationship in each month. When the single model is decomposed into smaller sub-modules, the complexity handling by a single model could be decreased. In this case, each sub-model handles only one month.
However, there is one drawback of using sub-modules. Since the sub-modules work independently, such model could loss the capability to capture the uncertainty in the time dimension. In order to address this problem, twelve aggregation modules are added. If the aggregation modules could capture the uncertainty in the time dimension efficiently, the prediction accuracy should increase. In the proposed model, the predicted values from three consecutive prediction modules are aggregated to provide the final value of the system. The hypothesis of this study is that the uncertainty in time will probably occurr between the month immediately before and after the predicted month. Fig  3 shows an example of the overlapping of the two dimension input data for the three consecutive months (supposed that each prediction module has two dimensional input vectors). It can be seen that there are overlaps between two consecutive months. This overlapping area could be seen as the uncertainty in time dimension. The input pattern may locate closer to one cluster than the other to a certain degree. Therefore, aggregation is needed when the input data fall into overlapping area. Although there is overlapping of input data of further months, aggregation is not needed because it is separated naturally by time dimension. 
B. Input Identification
The objective on predicting rainfall using antecedent values is to generalize a relationship of the following form: ( 2 ) where is a m-dimensional input vector representing rainfall value with different time lags. Generally, is not known a priori. Furthermore, there are no fixed rules to define for soft computing techniques [6] .
In this study, two statistical methods (i.e. the autocorrelation function (ACF) and the partial autocorrelation function (PACF)) are employed to determine the dimension m of input vectors [6] . The ACF and PACF are generally used in diagnosing the order of the autoregressive process. Fig 4 shows an example of ACF and PACF of the dataset. ACF exhibits the peak value at Lag 12 and PACF showed a significant correlation at 95% confidence level interval up to lag 12. Therefore, twelve antecedent rainfall values have the most information to predict future rainfall.
However, for the proposed model, the whole system is decomposed into twelve sub-modules, 12-lag information may be redundant to the sub-module. This study proposed the use of first lag that cross confidence interval line as minimum information for each sub-module. Therefore, two antecedent rainfalls are considered as input for each sub-module. This 2-lag input has been proved in the work of [3] and [14] that it has sufficient information for modular model to provide accurate results.
C. Prediction Module
Among various types of prediction models, Mamdani-type Fuzzy Inference System (MFIS) is seemed to be the most appropriate choice to the model because it is intuitive and well suited for human understanding. In some cases, although FIS is transparent to human analysts, it may not be appropriate if the input dimension is large, which will result in long antecedent part or too many fuzzy rules. In this model, when the information needed for sub-modules is a two dimensional input vectors. It is more appropriate to use the MFIS model. Therefore, in the proposed model, MFIS is adopted.
In order to generate prediction module (PM), fuzzy c-mean clustering method (FCM) is used to generate MFIS [22] . The rule extraction method uses the FCM to determine the number of rules and membership functions for the antecedents and consequents. For the inference properties, "min" function is used for implication, "max" function is used for aggregation, "centroid" function is used for defuzzification method, and Gaussian function is used for MFs.
The number of clusters in FCM method is determined by using subtractive clustering [20] . One parameter has to be defined in subtractive clustering is a vector that specifies a cluster center's range of influence in each of the data dimensions, assuming the data falls within a unit hyper box ("radii"). To ensure that the range of the subtractive method examines at least half of the range of data in unit hyper box, this study then set the radii = 0.5.
D. Aggregation Module
In order to obtain the final output of the system, the aggregation module (AM) is used to combine the outputs y i from by using the combination weights. The combination formula is (3) where and . These weights could be viewed as the measure of "closeness" of rainfall pattern, in which the rainfall pattern is close to rainfall pattern of that PM. A lager combination weight indicated that the rainfall pattern is closer to that PM than others. This study examines two methods to evaluate the combination weights, that is, sequential method and non-sequential method. Bayesian learning is used for sequential method; whereas nonlinear programming is used in the non-sequential method.
E. Sequential Method
In [15] , Wang et al. proposed the Bayesian learning method that aggregates information from modular neural networks in sequential way. This method is then adopted for the proposed model. Since the nature of time series data is sequential of time, the aggregation in the sequential fashion should be more appropriate than non sequential fashion. The steps to create combination weight from associated PM are as follows:
Step 1. Prepare all the sub-modules
Step 2. Ordering S calibration data records form oldest to newest Step 3. For i = 1 to S:
Step 3a. Calculate Likelihood Function (LF) values, j i (j = 1,2, ... ,K) as (4) where sse j is the training error of the j th prediction module, K is the number of prediction modules aggregated (in this case K = 3).
Step 3b. Update the combination weights by using Bayesian reasoning as (5) From step 3b, it can be seen that the calibration data are constructed in a sequential way so that each calibration data processes certain property of inheritance. The advantage of Bayesian decision analysis is that it can model uncertainty information via Bayesian reasoning process [15] , which can 
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help the analyst gain more insights into the system to be modeled.
F. Non-sequential Method
For non-sequential method, constrained nonlinear optimization (constrained nonlinear programming) [16] is used to find the optimal combination weights. The algorithm attempts to find a constrained minimum of a scalar function of several variables starting from an initial estimate. The algorithm uses a Hessian, the second derivatives of the Lagrangian [18] . The problem can be specified by (6) where is set for constrain and is set for constrain . T . In other word, the algorithm finds the optimal values of w i that are better than no aggregation method. The cost function f(x), which has to be minimized, is as follows. (7) where sse is error of calibration data, S is the number of calibration data, is the predicted value from PM i and z i is the observed value.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To evaluate the prediction accuracy, the proposed model was compared to hydrological common-used prediction models, namely, Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] as well as Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) [19] , [20] . Furthermore, the proposed model is also compared to the model without aggregation method [2] . From now on, the "Mod FIS" stands for the proposed model without aggregation method, "Mod FIS-BSM" stands for the Bayesian method and "Mod FIS-HSA" for the Hessian method.
A. Model calibration
In order to select the optimal ARMA model, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is adopted [2] , [4] . This study generated ARMA models from calibration data by replacing parameters p and q of ARMA model from 0 to 12. The parameters that gave lowest AIC value are used for ARMA model. Table 2 shows the ARMA models for eight datasets. For ANN and FIS, there is no consistent theory to select the number of input. However, the work of [4] , [14] recommended the use of ACF and PACF to investigate the appropriate inputs. Considering ACF and PACF of time series data (Fig. 4) , it pointed out that time series show autoregressive process up to lag 12. Therefore, 12-lag inputs seem to be sufficient information for the model [4] .
The ANN used in this study is an one hidden layer BackPropagation Neural Network (BPNN). The architecture of BPNN is twelve input nodes and one output node. The optimal number of hidden node is selected by trial and error procedure. To investigate the optimal number of hidden nodes, calibration data are separated into two parts. The first part is use to train BPNN and the second part is used to test BPNN. The experiments varied the number of hidden nodes from 2 to 6 and the experiments are repeated 100 times to ensure the results. An example of the results is shown in Fig 5 . From the experiment, the number of two or three hidden nodes could provide the minimum error. Table 3 summarizes the architecture of BPNN for eight datasets (p, q and r are referred to number of input, hidden, output nodes). Furthermore when the number of training epoch is larger than 15, the error from testing data start to increase. Therefore, the number of epoch was limited to 15. Since the accuracy of BPNN depends on the initial random weights, to create the BPNN model for comparison, this study generated 100 BPNN models and selected the model that provided MAE closest to the average MAE of those 100 models. The popular FIS model used in hydrological studies is Sugeno-type FIS model created by subtractive clustering techniques [20] . One parameter has to be defined in creating the FIS is a vector that specifies a cluster center's range of influ- ence in each of the data dimensions (or "radii"), assuming the data falls within a unit hyper box. The optimal radii value was investigated in the same procedure as BPNN. Fig 6 shows the testing error by increasing radii form 0 to 1. The optimal radii of eight datasets are shown in Table 4 . 
B. Model evaluation
The MAE and R measure of validation period are shown in Table 5 and Table 6 . To evaluate the overall results, the last column in Table 5 shows the average of normalized MAE by their mean rainfall value or Relative Mean Absolute Error (RMAE) and the last column in Table 6 is the average of R values or Relative Correlation Coefficient (RR). Since the results from RMAE and RR measures are consolidated, these experimental results are rather consistent.
Among the single models, the order of prediction accuracy is FIS > ARMA > ANN in general. In term of MAE, both FIS and ARMA can provide the best prediction in 4 cases. However, in terms of R, FIS provided the best in 5 cases; whereas ARMA can provide the best prediction accuracy only in 2 cases and compatible to FIS in 1 case. In this experiment, it seems that ANN provided the lowest prediction accuracy because it provided the highest MAE in 5 cases and lowest R in 6 cases. Based on the ANN model, the accuracy of FIS and ARMA is improved by 6.2% and 3.4% respectively.
Considering Mod FIS model, such model could improve the prediction accuracy from single model significantly. In term of MAE and R, Mod FIS could provide better prediction than the best of single model in all cases. Overall, the accuracy of Mod FIS is improved from ANN 23%, from ARMA 20% and from FIS 18%.
Among the modular models, the order of prediction accuracy is Mod FIS-BSA > Mod FIS-HSA > Mod FIS in general. In term of MAE, Mod FIS-BSA provided the best prediction results in 5 cases and provided compatible accuracy to Mod FIS-HSA in 1 case. In term of R, Mod FIS-BSA showed the best accuracy in 5 cases and showed compatible accuracy to Mod FIS-HSA in 2 cases. In this experiment, Mod FIS provided the lowest prediction accuracy in 6 cases in term of MAE and 5 cases in term of R. Based on Mod FIS model, the accuracy of Mod FIS-HSA and Mod FIS-BSA is improved 4.5% and 6% respectively.
Overall, the prediction accuracy ordered by Mod FIS-BSA > Mod FIS-HSA > Mod FIS > FIS > ARMA > ANN. It can be seen that, major improvement comes from the use of modular technique (Mod FIS) and the minor improvement comes from the use of aggregation layer. In turn, the sequential method provided more improvement than non-sequential method.
C. Analysis Discussion
In the single model, ANN is not appropriate to the problem since it provided the lowest prediction accuracy. The weak point of ANN for this problem is that ANN needs a lot of training data. In this case study, the calibration data is considered small. This could be the reason why ANN did not perform well for this case. In the work of [3] , they showed that increasing the number of training set could improve the accuracy of ANN. Another possible reason is that the time series used in this study is periodic. Wu et al. [2] has also provided similar observation in their study, in which ANN performed well on daily rainfall data but not in the monthly rainfall data
In this study, one may conclude that FIS is more suitable than ARMA for two reasons. First, FIS provided better prediction accuracy than ARMA. Second, FIS model is more understandable to human analyst than ARMA. As the fuzzy rules are closer to human reasoning, an analyst could understand how the model performs the estimation. However, in this case, the second reason could not be claimed as the advantage of FIS.
Considering the MFs in Fig 7 ( top), this figure shows an example of the MFs in the first input of one FIS model. In this FIS model, the number of inputs is twelve and the number of fuzzy rules generated is 195. This large number of model's parameters may not be appropriate for human analysts to analyze. Although the FIS model could be created by other algorithms (i.e. Fuzzy C-mean clustering) and could reduce the number of MFs and rules, however, twelve-dimension input is still difficult to understand. To address this problem, the curse of dimensionality [21] , hierarchical FIS or modular FIS are the promising technique. This study selected the modular FIS to address the problem.
Considering the Mod FIS models, the prediction accuracy is improved significantly from single models. As the single model is divided into sub-modules, the heterogeneity of the input data has decreased. Consequently, each sub-model handles only a part of the data. The advantage of Mod FIS is that it takes only two lags as input information for each PM. This Model  TS353001  TS356010  TS381010  TS388002  TS407005  TS431008  TS431020  TS432004  RMAE  ARMA  688  626  529  707  823  560  671 also allows the dimension of input data to decrease to a level that human analysts can understand. Fig 8 shows an example of the input-output relationship in 3 dimensional spaces.
Another advantage of Mod FIS is the number of fuzzy rules and MFs significantly decrease, consequently it is more practical. Fig 7 (bottom) shows an example of MF in sub-module and the number of fuzzy rules related to the example is only 10. However, even though the modular model in Mod FIS could address the accuracy and practicality problem. One weak point of Mod FIS is that each sub-module works independently. This makes the model weak in handling the uncertainty in the time dimension. To address this problem, aggregation layer is then added. In Mod FIS-HSA, weights in aggregation unit are generated from non-sequential method. The overall accuracy has been improved from Mod FIS. This points out that the uncertainty in time could be captured by using the aggregation layer.
The week point of using non-linear optimization technique to create combination weights is that the algorithm treats all the calibration data with the same significance. However, in time series data, the sequence of data does matter. Therefore, sequential method was more appropriate. In the Bayesian reasoning technique, the weights are evaluated sequentially form likelihood function. So this method treats the calibration data in ordered significance. Consequently, combining weights evolved across the time could model the dynamic of time series data better than Mod FIS-HSA. Therefore, accuracy has been improved. Fig 9 shows an example of the combination of weights in one aggregation module that are inherited across the time dimension.
VI. CONCLUSION
Accurate rainfall forecasting is crucial for reservoir operation, flood prevention and contract negotiation because it can provide an extension of lead-time for the flow forecasting. This study proposed the use of modular techniques to crate the prediction model for monthly rainfall time series data. The proposed model consists of two main layers, that is, prediction layer and aggregation layer. Mamdani-type fuzzy inference system was used in the prediction layer whereas the Bayesian learning method and the nonlinear programming method were used in the aggregation layer. The experimental results pointed out that the use of modular model could improve the prediction of the single models in term of quantitative and qualitative. In the modular model, the prediction accuracy has significantly increased. The model established is more practically interpretable by human analysts. In the modular models, in turn, the aggregation module that uses Bayesian technique to create weights in the sequential fashion provided more accurate prediction results than those using non-sequential method and no aggregation method. 
